Maintenance Coordinator – SQL SERVERS EXPRESS REVISIONS
8x
Current Patch: 8.0.2.5
IMPORTANT NOTE: At many times patches are added to the download without any notification. Also
note that there may be fixes not recorded here.

How to install update
To install an update from our web site:



Download the patch for your product.
Unzip the download to:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Simplicity Software Technologies Inc\Maintenance Coordinator
NET


Replace existing files.

Revision History
8.0.0.0 (02-MAR-15)
 New Version Released
8.0.0.1 (18-MAR-15)
 Updated the Upgrade Utility to include Rich Text Documents from Notes,
Procedures and Documents. Also included most of the Quick Entry fields.
 On Windows 8.0.1 the modules were giving an error message when closing down.
Modified the module shutdown routines in all the modules to help correct this.
 Added a routine at startup that allows the user to attempt starting SQL server if it's
not already running.
 Fixed a problem with adding new User Accounts.
8.0.0.2 (26-MAR-15)
 Repaired a couple of errors when adding employees to the Maintenance Scheduler's
employees database.
 Repaired a couple of issues when completing a work order with the Scheduler's
Completion Wizard, which also included updating completion costs, and history
routines.
 Updated the Upgrade Utility to import basic Company Information.
 Added a Refresh Data button in the Equipment module. It located on the Ribbon's
Filter tab.
8.0.0.3 (08-APR-15)
 Added 'Remove' buttons to the Safety Instructions and Vendor assignment fields in
the Equipment module. This allows you to clear these assignments.
 Fixed a couple of issues with the built-in email features.
 Fixed a problem with saving 'Custom' connections to file.
 The 'In-Service' indicator in the Assets module was not saving/binding. Fixed.
8.0.1.0 (20-APR-15)
 Fixed a problem with creating new databases.
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Added a 'Fix Connections Problems’ link in the Connections Dialog.
Fixed issues with the Quick Assignment routines in the Maintenance Scheduler.
They were not sorting, and could populate the wrong combo boxes when first
creating new items. Verified this in other modules too.
 Changed the Status indicator to Ready/Scheduled when creating new 'recurring'
work orders with the creation wizard. Was set to 'Request", and remains that way for
single shot work orders.
 Work Order BATCH ACTIONS: Add various Filter options to the Work Orders Batch
routine. Also added a couple of new Actions. Also allows you to view work orders by
double clicking on them.
 Added a way in the Tools Database to add various inspection records for multiple
tools at once (Batch).
 Added a spell checker for the Work Order's Procedures Editor.
 Added Completion Audit information to the Work Orders Details report in the
Maintenance Scheduler.
 Changed the default table or grid used for both Work Order Batch actions and
Purchasing Under Stock routines.
8.0.1.1 (18-MAY-15)
 Issues Module now prompts the user to use 'Reported By' information for the
'Contact Information' fields also (saves a step).
 Issues Module we added a button to allow you to directly e-mail the contact.
 Fixed a Classification error in the Purchasing module when printing POs.
 Fixed a problem when adding new employees in the Scheduler Employees section.
 Fixed the Employees Reference routines in the Maintenance Scheduler.
 Added the import of the 'Part Number' field in the Upgrade Utility.
 Changed the icon for shortcuts to the hard hat and blue wrench icon.
 Changed the company information color from Blue to Black for work orders and
Purchasing documents. The blue color didn't look right with some custom document
settings.
8.0.1.2 (10-JUN-15)
 Fixed a problem with regenerating 'Generate New When Done' types of PMs.
 Fixed a problem sending Status emails from the Maintenance Scheduler.
 Set all record's Boolean values when adding records in the Asset's module.
 Fixed a problem in the Contacts module where Delete would remove more than one
record.
 Fixed a problem with saving estimated down time in the Work Requests module.
 Repaired a couple of issues in creating new purchase documents, and removing
items from these documents.
 Added a completed last 7 days filter in the Maintenance Scheduler, along with a
Default Filter button in Tasks panel.
 Fixed an unhandled error when accessing an Assets notes in the Equipment
module.
 Disabled all the controls on the Sub-assemblies tab in the Equipment module when
no sub-assembly is present.
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8.0.1.3 (05-AUG-15)
 Modified the Import/Export module so it would work better with PM Coordinator.
 Added access to the upgrade utility and upgrade help from the application's main
menu (Help).
 Fixed a problem with not setting the 'Generated' flag with some of the regenerated
work orders.
8.0.1.4 (28-AUG-15)
 Fixed and error in the Maintenance Scheduler when trying to update inventory levels
from the WO Parts screen.
 Fixed an item with adding items in the Inventory module and the part no not always
populating.
 Fixed a problem setting work orders as generated.
 Fixed a problem with logging in with password protection turned on.
8.0.1.5 (18-SEP-15)
 Fixed a problem with the program not always recognizing a Site license in the
Connection routines.
 Revised the "Configuring Remote Connections" document with information from a
user that actually got it working.
 Fixed a problem with logging in with password protection turned on.
 Updated the main grid used for User Accounts.
 Fixed a problem with the 'Print Preview' Export option locking up the application from
any module.
 Added 'Preview" buttons to the Purchasing Setup dialog screen so you can preview
any customizations without leaving the dialog. This applies to POs, Reqs and RFQ
documents.
8.0.1.6. (23-SEP-15)
 Added an 'Open Work Orders' pie chart, and 'Upcoming Work Orders' bar chart to
the main navigation screen of the application (Main Menu).
 Added a 'Print Today's Work Orders' button on the main menu.
8.0.1.7 (18-OCT-15)
 Added an option to email the Remote Service Requests' Assets data file as it is
created in the Work Requests module.
 Added the Name of the Main database to the lower right hand corner of the startup
menu. This is for those who switch between databases.
 Changed the default filter in Purchasing to a Status of open or Status = Null.
 Added the import of Status for the Purchasing Upgrade Utility.
 Fixed non-functional fields of Used On and Projects in the Purchasing module.
 Fixed problem with updating inventory levels when receiving items.
 Fixed some errors when trying to delete or edit task instructions in the Maintenance
Scheduler.
8.0.2.0 (23-OCT-15)
 Added support to transfer inventory from one database (warehouse) to another. This
included adding movement records, and the creation of a Transfer Report, that can
also be emailed.
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Fixed a problem with purchasing document not displaying total amounts on Printed
documents.
 Fixed a sometimes Max Length violation error when adding Equipment to Issues.
8.0.2.1 (30-NOV-15)
 Added the ability to use standard password protection mode, or use accounts linked
to Windows login user accounts. With Windows accounts users will be automatically
logged in with rights assigned to their sign in names.
 Part numbers are now added to the part descriptions at the time of adding to a work
order in the scheduler module.
8.0.2.2 (21-DEC-15)
 Report issues in either “General” or “Maintenance” databases, if you want to choose
by asset it comes up with an error about User Fields. Fixed.
 The Tools database was stuck on the "Check Out" mode, which also prevented
creating "check out tracking" records. Fixed.
 The "Estimated Costs" report for the current work order was using minutes in place
of hours for its calculations. Fixed.
 Got the CC: function to work with the built in email composer.
 Changed the Installation Program to allow the user to specify their own Database
storage folder. The default path has also been changed from C:\Maintenance
Coordinator NET to C:\Maintenance Coordinator NET\Databases
8.0.2.3 (06-JAN-16)
 Fixed the Work Orders Planner to work with non-US dates.
 Made some modifications in support for SaaS hosting.
 The month of September was not bound correctly in the Purchasing module. Fixed
8.0.2.4 (19-MAR-16)
 By default, the Project Planner only allowed 50 tasks per project. Changed this to
optionally allow up to 500.
 Fixed a problem with user accounts where the rights of switching databases and
setting connections were crossed.
 Added the 'Location' and 'Priority' fields to the Scheduling section of printed work
orders.
 Misc. Other small fixes.
8.0.2.5 (28-APR-16)
 Quantity information was not being saved in the Parts Movement database when
saving from the Inventory module. Repaired
 No part movement was being saved at all from the work orders or issues modules.
Repaired.
 Rewrote the email handling routines and designed the account settings to more
closely resemble those in in Outlook.
 Fixed the Checked Out Report in the Inventory module to show the Unit Cost
amounts.
 Fixed the Lookup grid in the Scheduler module so that the layout will now save.
 Disabled more items in the Scheduler if the current user has read-only rights.
 Fixed a problem with that Scheduler's Completion Wizard it would still complete a
work order even if Cancel was clicked.
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Added filtering when creating an Assets Data file for use with Remote Service
Requests in the Work Requests module.
8.1.0.0 (20-MAY-16)
 Added a "Delete Date Range" of work orders feature in the Maintenance Scheduler.
Current user must have Admin rights to use this feature.
 Added a "Refresh" button to the Purchasing module.
 Added an 'Invoice No' column to the Material list items in the Purchasing module.
**See Note
 Fixed a couple of error when receiving not stock items in the Purchasing module.
 Purchasing Items grid can now be customized and saved.
 Fixed a problem with the Upgrade Utility not importing non-stock purchase items.
 Changed the Purchasing Lookup Grid to show actual employee names in place of
just unique id when the grid is customized.
 Added an 'On-Order' check box in the Inventory module, along with an 'Order
Information' button.
 Added a "Purchasing History" tab to the Inventory module. This information is taken
directly from actual PO items.
 Added a new 'Check and Install Updates and Patches' routine in the main menu,
Help menu. This allows checking for updates. If new updates are found they can be
applied by clicking a single button.
 Changed the Scheduler's Lookup Grid to show actual employee names in place of
just unique id when the grid is customized and showing Work Assignments.
** NOTE: These types of updates require everyone out of the program and no one
accessing the database so the program can add new requires fields. If anyone is
accessing the databases the update is most likely to fail.
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